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i recently purchased the viper gt1s and i am pleased with it. it is a very simple device to program. it
does exactly what i wanted it to do. i also bought the viper gt1b and while the buttons are a little
more difficult to figure out, they work the same way as the gt1s and i can program the gt1b very

easily. these remotes are the same as the factory remote, except that they are made out of metal
and the buttons are more durable. i would recommend these remotes to anyone looking for a

durable unit to program and control their car remotely. great product. easy to program and easy to
use. i was a little surprised how well it works. i had a problem with the remotes and no one would
help. i called and it came right in and replaced them free. great service. i like the 2 way feature as
well. i would recommend this product to any of my friends. i like the viper gt1 remote. there are

some slight things that i would like to change. for instance, i would like to have 2 remotes. that way,
you could program each one for each of your cars. i have 4 cars. the second thing i would like to see
is a 2 way remote that will give me the ability to talk to the car from the driveway. i am not sure if

the viper gt1 remote will do this, but, if it does, it would be great to have. i think the viper gt1
remote would be perfect for me if it would allow me to talk to the car from the driveway and the

front yard. it would be great to get the extra distance if you have a large driveway. i would also like
the extra distance if you have a large front yard. one more thing, the viper gt1 remote has a good

sensor to get into your car. i love this remote. i would recommend it to anyone who wants a reliable
remote start system.
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greetings fellow nepbians, we're back with something new, but not quite as new as our previous
release. nitemares, the v.16 fall update includes a number of quality of life improvements and

cosmetic changes, as well as introducing a new two-way, handheld, item locking remote controller
called "the responder" developed by the extremely talented folks at the vox nova remote

development team. this new remote is designed to fill a hole in the area of excellent items that are
difficult to secure, and as such removes a lot of the portability issues associated with other remotes.
it's also designed to be more of a durable item, and when combined with the improved durability of
our inventory system, now allows for item locks to be cheaper. the responder remote can be found

for 1200 nx and is included for all phoenix and rise users on the 30th. alongside the responder
remote, we've changed the pricing of a number of items that now come unlocked from their regular

lock cost. in addition, we've made a number of quality of life improvements, included our first
balance pass, adjusted a few numbers, and made some balance pass clean-ups. our last update was
pretty big in some ways, but we feel like we need to keep making gradual improvements in order to

keep from overwhelming players. we hope you like the fall update, and we look forward to your
feedback as always! check out the above trailer to see the new responder in action! (the guardian's
job is to look pretty!) cheers,kelly, mike, adrian, and the whole mmog team the introduction of the

responder is a huge step forward for us; it's the first major update to the game in ages that we didn't
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have to expand our npc base to accommodate, and at almost a gigabyte-size we're really proud of it.
the manufacturing cost of the responder is still relatively high, but as we said previously, we plan on

putting it up for sale for what it's worth over the next few months. as you'll see from the trailer
above, the responder functions very much like an ipad - it is lightweight, has an awesome form

factor, and feels great in the hand. the "g-100" interface is back to being completely 2d, and we've
streamlined many elements of the ui (like the inventory) to fit more information on screen, and we're
excited to see how players react to it. if you want to try out the responder yourself, you can request

the responder by emailing support@metal-gear-anime.com, and check out the responder
documentation here . 5ec8ef588b
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